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Category:Windows-only games Category:GTA San Andreas Category:Video games
developed in IndonesiaA pop quiz for the far right: Suppose Donald Trump doesn’t win the
presidential election in November. How does one explain the result? Ask your Republican
friends. Many will say that Hillary Clinton’s victory is the fault of a group of liberal elites
who refuse to accept the will of the people. But what if, in the unlikely event that Clinton
wins, she does so in an electoral college landslide? Would conservatives and the far right
blame liberal elites? Or the Democratic party? Some of the ideas may be familiar.
However, the claim that the election was stolen by “elites” has little precedent among
conservatives who, more than most groups, embrace self-help philosophy. Here is the
account I got in a Facebook exchange: (1) The Democratic elites (who back Clinton) had
an unfair advantage since they can command more money. In theory, this could have
benefited Trump — if his supporters had enough money to be heard. This fails to take into
account the fact that about half of the public remains relatively indifferent to money and
money-motivated politics. These would-be Trump voters — most of whom are not far right
— put forth little support for the candidate; they are not decisive voters. Moreover, if they
favored a third party candidate, the vote for that candidate would be spread by
unpredictable dynamics. They are not part of an elite that has an extra advantage in that
they can buy airtime. The only advantage they have is a free ride on the public airwaves
courtesy of the government. They are free riders. When Trump became the nominee, they
were free riders. (2) It’s not true that Trump would have been a better choice for the
electorate; most of those who voted for Trump did not know him personally. There are
very good reasons for this. Trump had no record. He was a neophyte (and changed his
views several times). Trump had no policy expertise. He had never run for any office.
Because of this, voters were forced to pick between Hillary Clinton and Trump. Most
Trump voters ignored Trump’s many (
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